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Regulations on Licensing, Organization and Operation of
Commercial Banks
Background
The State Bank of Vietnam (“SBV”) issued Circular
40/2011/TT-NHNN on December 15, 2011 (“Circular
40”). The Circular regulates the process of licensing,
as well as the organization and operation of
commercial banks, branches of foreign banks, and
representative offices of foreign credit institutions and
other foreign banking operations.
Circular 40 came into force on 1 February 2012. It
replaces parts of Circular 03/2007/TT-NHNN (5 June
2007) on organization and operation of foreign bank
branches, joint venture banks, banks with 100%
foreign owned capital, and representative offices in
Vietnam of foreign credit institutions; Circular
06/2010/TT-NHNN (26 February 2010) on
organization and operation of commercial banks; and
Circular 09/2010/TT-NHNN (26 March 2010) on
licensing and operation of shareholding commercial
banks.

Types of Banks
Circular 40 identifies three types of commercial
banks.
A shareholding commercial bank is established as a
shareholding company. A shareholding commercial
bank has capital contributing establishment
shareholders who own at least one share at the time
of establishment, as well as founding shareholders,
who are those capital contributing establishment
shareholders who sign the original charter at the first
initial general meeting of shareholders, and make
other decisions about the establishment of the
shareholding commercial bank.
A bank with 100% foreign owned capital is
established as either a single member limited liability
company, owned by a single foreign bank, or a

multiple member limited liability company, in which
there must be one foreign bank which owns at least
50% of the charter capital.
A joint venture bank, in which charter capital is
contributed by at least one Vietnamese bank and at
least one foreign bank, is established on the basis of a
joint venture contract. A joint venture bank must be
structured as a multiple member limited liability
company, but is limited to no more than five
members, in which any single member may not own
more than 50% of the charter capital.
Banks with 100% foreign owned capital and joint
venture banks, which must be established as limited
liability companies, will have either an owner which
owns the entire charter capital, if it is a single
member LLC, or if it is a multiple member LLC, then
it will have founding members, capital contributing
members, and a first initial meeting of capital
contributing members.

Other types of entities governed by Circular 40 are:
foreign bank branches, which do not have a legal
entity status in Vietnam, and are dependent units of
a foreign bank, and representative offices of foreign
credit institutions or of foreign organizations with
banking operations. A foreign organization is
considered to have a banking operation if it regularly
provides services such as receipt of deposits,
extension of credit, and payment services via
accounts.

Licensing Process and Conditions for
Licensing
Circular 40 sets out the fundamental steps of the
licensing process for commercial banks, foreign bank
branches, and representative offices of foreign credit
institutions.

COMMERCIAL BANKS AND FOREIGN BANK
BRANCHES
The investors normally set up a Preparatory
Committee to manage the license application
process. The Preparatory Committee assembles a
license application file and submits it to the SBV.
Within ninety days of certifying receipt of a complete
application file, the SBV must either provide its
approval in principle for the establishment of the
commercial bank or the foreign bank branch, or
explain the grounds for its rejection of the application.
After receiving the approval in principle, the
Preparatory Committee shall provide additional
documents, set out in Circular 40. Within thirty
days of certifying receipt of the supplementary
documentation, the SBV shall issue the license, or
explain the grounds for its rejection of the application.
The specific requirements for the additional
documentation depend on whether the bank is a
shareholding commercial bank, a joint venture
bank, a bank with 100% foreign owned capital, or a
foreign bank branch. Basic documents required for all
commercial bank applications include: an explanatory
statement articulating the necessity of establishing
the bank, and demonstrating the ability of the bank to
stabilize and develop the banking market, including
an analysis of the market and the bank’s ability to
compete; risk management policies; information
technology infrastructure; lists of personnel and
their qualifications; a draft charter; internal rules on
organization and operations; and a proposed
business plan for the three years following licensing.
In general, the documentation requirements
emphasize disclosure of the financial capacity of the
investors, as well as assessments and analysis of the
ability of the proposed bank to compete effectively in
the market. The goal of the documentation
requirements is to demonstrate that the proposed
bank fulfills the conditions for licensing.
For a shareholding commercial bank, Circular 40 first
refers to the licensing conditions set out in Article 20.1
of the Law on Credit Institutions. These initial
requirements state that if the investors in a credit
institution are entities, they must be correctly
licensed, and if they are individuals, they must have
full capacity for civil acts. The investors must have
sufficient financial capacity to participate in capital
contributions.

In addition, Circular 40 sets out requirements related
to the founding shareholders. There must be at least
two founding shareholders which are organizations.
For five years following the date the license is issued,
the founding shareholders must jointly own at least
50% of the charter capital, and founding shareholders
which are entities must jointly own at least 50% of the
total shareholding of all the founding shareholders.
Founding shareholders who are individuals must be
Vietnamese, and founding shareholders that are
entities must be established under Vietnamese law.
They may not use loan capital borrowed from other
organizations or individuals in order to contribute
capital.
Founding shareholders that are entities must have a
minimum VND 500 billion equity in the five
consecutive years prior to the year in which the
application file is submitted, and their business must
have been profitable during that time. Finally, if the
entity is itself a commercial bank, it must have
minimum total assets of at least VND 100,000 billion.
For establishment of a joint venture bank or a bank
with 100% foreign owned capital, the application
must first meet the conditions set out in Article 20.1
and 20.2 of the Law on Credit Institutions. In
particular, the foreign credit institution must provide
a written commitment to ensure that the bank’s
charter capital will be maintained at no less than the
level of the correct legal capital. In addition, the
banking authority in the country where the foreign
credit institution is headquartered must sign an
agreement with the SBV on inspection and
supervision of banking operations, and on exchange
of information about banking security.
Circular 40 sets out further licensing conditions
applicable to a founding shareholder or to an owner
which is a foreign credit institution.
It must have international operational experience, and
must be classified by international credit rating
institutions as stable or better, and able to operate
normally even in an economic downturn.
It must have been profitable for the five consecutive
years prior to the year in which the application file
is submitted, and must maintain this profitability
through the date on which the license is issued. It
must have minimum total assets equal to at least
USD 10 billion at the end of the year immediately
preceding the year in which the application file for
licensing is submitted.
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Finally, for establishment of a foreign bank branch,
the application file must first satisfy the conditions set
out in Article 20.3 of the Law on Credit Institutions,
which require the parent to provide a written
commitment accepting liability for the obligations of
its branch in Vietnam. Circular 40 requires the
application file also meet all conditions applicable to
joint venture banks or banks with 100% foreign
owned capital. In addition, the parent must have total
assets equal to at least USD 20 billion in the year
immediately preceding the year in which the license
application is submitted. These asset levels must be
maintained through the date on which the SBV issues
the license.
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES
The foreign credit institution or foreign organization
with a banking operation submits an application file
for issuance of an RO license to the SBV. Within sixty
days of certifying receipt of a complete application file,
the SBV must either issue a license, or explain the
grounds for its rejection of the application.
Circular 40 refers to Article 20.4 of the Law on Credit
Institutions, which sets out the conditions for grant of
an RO license to a foreign credit institution or a
foreign organization with a banking operation. It must
be licensed to conduct banking operations in the
foreign country where it is registered. In addition,
Circular 40 requires that the Chief Representative
may not concurrently be the general director of a
foreign bank branch in Vietnam.

Management
The management structure of a shareholding
commercial bank shall comprise: the general meeting
of shareholders, the management board, the board of
controllers, and the general director.
The management structure of a joint venture bank or
a bank with 100% foreign owned capital shall
comprise: the management board, the board of
controllers, and the general director.
A foreign bank branch shall be managed according to
the laws applicable to the bank’s parent in the home
country, as long as its operations are consistent with
the Law on Credit Institutions. The SBV must provide
its written consent prior to the branch’s
implementation of the selected management
structure.
The management board must establish a Risk

Management Committee and a Personnel Committee.
The Head of each Committee must be a member of the
either the management board or the board of
controllers. Each Committee must have at least three
members, and the Committee Working Rules must
describe the responsibilities of the members, and set
out regulations on meetings and decision-making.
The Risk Management Committee advises the board
on the adequacy and effectiveness of the bank’s risk
management policies, and makes proposals for
changes in policies and operational strategies. The
Committee also assesses risk levels and warns
management of circumstances which may impact the
bank. In such cases, the Committee must suggest
preventive measures. The Committee also advises the
board on decisions about specific investments.
The Personnel Committee maintains the balance
between the scale of the bank’s executive
infrastructure and the long term development of the
bank. The Committee helps the board to manage
personnel issues related to the election, appointment,
and dismissal of members of the board of
management, board of controllers, and the bank’s
executives. The Committee also develops internal
rules regarding salary, remuneration, recruitment,
training, and incentives for executives and other
personnel.

Increasing and Assigning Charter Capital
Circular 40 provides that charter capital of a
commercial bank may be increased from certain
sources. These include: the reserve fund for
supplementing charter capital, retained profits, public
share issues, private share placements, conversion of
convertible bonds into ordinary shares, and additional
capital issued by the owner (if a single member LLC)
or by capital contributing members (if a multiple
member LLC).
A foreign bank branch may increase its charter capital
only from retained profits or by additional capital
issued by the parent bank.
Circular 40 provides for a lock-up period on transfer of
charter capital in a joint venture bank. For the five
years following the date the license is issued, founding
members are only permitted to assign their portion of
capital contribution to other founding members, and
for the three years following the date of capital
contribution, capital contributing members are only
permitted to assign their portion of capital
contribution to other capital contributing members.
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After the lock-up period, assignment of charter capital
must nevertheless comply with the limits on capital
contribution ratios applicable to joint venture banks
and to banks with 100% foreign owned capital.

Contact Us
For inquiries related to this Legal Update, please
contact the following persons or your usual contacts
with our firm.

Conclusion
Vietnam is currently in the process of restructuring its
banking market. Several banks are not operating
efficiently and cannot compete effectively. Current
pressures are toward addressing bad debts and
restructuring struggling banks.
While Circular 40 is highly technical legislation that
governs the licensing process, it will also be an
important part of the steps Vietnam is currently
taking to strengthen its banking sector. In particular,
from the perspective of the SBV, the disclosure
requirements during the licensing process, the
assessment of the role the proposed new bank will play
in the economy, and the clarity of the conditions for
licensing will be essential to assessing the investment.
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